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Don’t Burn Your Feet! 
Suggested soundtrack: https://youtu.be/Ans6KY65ngQ [Hot Lava by Secret Agent 23 Skidoo] 

Overview 
 Description 

o Parent make large shapes on the floor/ground. Children step only on a certain shape class (e.g., triangles) or 
characteristic (e.g., 3 sides). Children share how they know the shape they are stepping on is “cool”.  

 Objectives 
o Children will distinguish between shapes that are similar, but not precisely shapes. 
o Children will name and describe attributes of shapes. 
o Children will recognize sides and angles as distinct geometric objects. 

 Note for Parents: 
o Please allow X amount of time to set up the shapes before your group begins.  
o Siblings and parents may join in, but the student should have enough spaces to have one correct choice. Most 

of the diagrams include 3 cool shapes, leaving room for 2 additional participants. 
o Ensure that additional participants are supportive of the student’s efforts to explain their thinking. That is, 

they do not answer for the student or interact negatively if the student makes an error. 
o Feel free to continue the game with children after online learning is over or let siblings take turns “being the 

teacher” and naming the rule. 
 

Materials 
  Resources 

 Painters/masking or 
“frog” tape OR sidewalk 
chalk  

  Rules 
 LearningTrajectories.org (Shapes Trajectory) 

 
Activity Setup 

o Use the diagram teachers provide to draw or tape shapes to the floor or ground 
o Keep shapes about 1 foot apart. 
o Make sure that your technology is set up so that it is at a safe distance from where your child will be 

jumping, but close enough so that the teacher can see your child. 
 

  

https://youtu.be/Ans6KY65ngQ
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Don’t Burn Your Feet! 

Warm-Up 
 Show examples of shapes you will be using during the activity (e.g., from shape sets or drawings on a white 

board) and talk about the attributes of the shape (i.e., name, parts, or properties) that will be focused on 
during the activity.  

The Activity 
 Say, "We're going to play a game called Don't Burn Your Feet! We're going to pretend that the floor or 

the ground AND some of these shapes are made of hot lava! To not burn our feet, we have to jump 
(step) on the cool shapes. I will tell you which shapes are cool, jump on those shapes so you don’t burn 
your feet!" 
o Show the video if you like. 

 Children respond by jumping on the appropriate shapes. When the music stops, children FREEZE and are 
asked to talk about how they know they are on a “cool” shape. 

 Continue with different groups of children and different rules until all children have had a turn to explain 
their thinking, or as time allows. 
 

 

 

•Familiar Shapes
•Circles
•Squares
•Triangles

Activity 1

•Unfamiliar Shapes
•Rhombuses
•Hexagons

Activity 2 •Parts of Shapes
•Number of Sides
•Number of Angles

Activity 3

•Properties of Shapes
•Comparative size of 
parts

•Relationship of parts

Activity 4
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Don’t Burn Your Feet! 
Information for Parents 

 Tech Suggestion: Digital Sign Up for Small Groups – https://www.signupgenius.com/ 
o Parents can sign up for a time when they can set up the technology and shapes.  

 This Building Blocks activity was modified in a research project* building activities that develop 
mathematics plus executive function competencies.  
  *Development and Research in Early Mathematics Education (DREME) 

 What is executive function?  
o Executive function is sometimes known as the “air traffic control” of the mind. It includes inhibitory 

control (stopping oneself from doing something you started to do), cognitive flexibility (shifting 
attention from one thing to another), and working memory (holding the rule of a game in mind). 

 
How we build Math PLUS Executive Function 

M
at

h  Some shapes will be obviously wrong and some are VERY SIMILAR to help develop mathematical precision. 
 

Bo
th

  Children find examples of shapes to jump on (holding the rule in mind) and some not to jump on (shifting 
their attention among shapes while choosing NOT to jump on the ones that don’t fit the rule).  

EF
  Before jumping, we may sometimes ask children to tell us which shapes they will jump on and which will 

"burn their feet.” This supports their practice of planning – shifting attention between the rule and the 
action they will take. 

 

https://www.signupgenius.com/
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